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About This Game

Take one of the most modern, fun and engaging board games created in recent years. Match it with cutting-edge technology.
Add a ridiculously well-crafted art style and a ton of extra content. This is the recipe to one of the most thrilling, charming and

captivating strategy games you will ever find.

Heroes of Normandie is fast-paced. You are placed in command of small squads in scenarios of varying sizes, in the middle of
the D-Day campaign. In the spirit of the original board game, the game is bombastic and humorous yet full of subtle tactical

decisions and features a vast array of unique units, equipment and abilities.

Plenty of ways to play: complete the three full-fledged campaigns, engage in a quick skirmish, survive through the rogue like
mini campaign or challenge a friend in multiplayer.

This game is chock full of content and as this is a game system more than a single game, expect tons of features to expand the
experience in the near future.

Features

Three different armies (plus the French resistance) and three campaigns available from the get-go.

Hordes of unique units, equipment and abilities for each nation.

Idyllic countryside, rivers, bridges, buildings, sandbags, pillboxes wheat fields and boccage are all included in the core
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game: Normandie is brought to life.

Quick battle mode with lots of pre-designed maps and pre-crafted armies to get you right into the action.

Quick battles can be played in single or multiplayer mode.

Innovative and light-hearted approach to strategy: action is fast paced but decisions are still interesting and meaningful.
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Publisher:
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Very fun little indie game. Resembles the 'ol Battleheart from iOS. If you enjoyed that game, you are gonna love Sentry Knight
Tactics.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥is hilarious. please add new stuff
AND FIX THE TEXTURES OF THE PONYS LIKE GOD DAM IT GIVES ME NIGHTMEARS!!! HOLY SH!T MY EYES
THAY BURN!!!

all in all its a okay game to play. I liked this game it worked well good graphics.... until vr mode was disabled...I will purchase
this game again if the vr mode is returned because I think it has a lot of potential... This game is scary as hell. If you are bored
of all of your other games and you need a pinch of horror and survival, this is it.
I would rather pay $2 for the game than 10 but oh well. Sadly the graphics and lack of updates really is a negative.
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Good game. Only complaint is that more effort should of been put into the map. Some areas look identical.. A very fun, simple
game. The boss battles could have been a bit more imaginative, and they can be frustrating at times (you'll see when you play).
Minor issue with high screen resolution, giving me a black bar across the upper part of the screen, but never missed anything
important.

Racking up the kills with a high fight gauge is highly satisfying!. 9/11 made me suicide with a knife i rate this game best game
50/50 clicking simulator 2016 kek #weed. hey i love this game but i have a problem in part 2 the bull is at the light so i can't run
to the light can you fix this pls?. [PIG] <(O@O)> uses this so should you ! Nova to the face suckaa !. Commercial is the scheme
maybe to some people.It is a very fun game and nice storyline the follow.I would highly recommend people giving this game
fair chance if you like storyboard games.. Bridge building, ported game.

It's a port?
It´s a port so what. It hold itself up and it is a nice casual game and fun.

Recommend?
Yup.
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